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Sherman Brothers Shoes 

"Shoes for Every Occasion"

Sherman Brothers' Shoes offers its customers a varied collection of shoes

for every occasion. Featuring brands like Allen Edmunds, Vasque, Santoni

and Timberland, the store also stocks options from their own line of shoes.

Whether you are looking for formal footwear, sporting shoes, work boots

or a pair of shoes crafted from exotic materials, the store has a little

something to offer all of its customers. With an admirable customer focus

and exceptional service, that are hallmarks of family-run stores, Sherman

Brothers' has maintained its high standards of quality through the years,

and remains a popular choice for fine shoes for men and women of refined

taste.

 +1 215 561 4550  www.shermanbrothers.com/  1520 Sansom Street, Philadelphia PA
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Ubiq 

"Shoes n Sneakers Galore!"

A part of the popular shopping row in Rittenhouse Square, Ubiq is

exceedingly popular for its wide array of vintage sneakers. The boutique

stocks on a fantastic collection of retro-style as well as contemporary

sneakers and sports shoes. Apart from these highly-acclaimed footwear

for men and women, the independent store also boasts of a great

collection of tee shirts, jeans, jackets and cool accessories for men. The

shop itself is quite impressive with polished darkwood interiors and a

contemporary, thoroughly urban appeal. To dress your feet in the very

best available, head to Ubiq on Walnut Street.

 +1 215 988 0194  www.ubiqlife.com  info@ubiqlife.com  1509 Walnut Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Head Start Shoes 

"Head Over Heels"

For the best fit and the right style—Head Start Shoes. There are a

considerable number of women's shoe stores in Philadelphia, this shop is

among the very few considered essential stops for high-end footwear. It

carries many Italian designers, plus such American labels as Costume

National. While women's shoes predominate, the shop carries a good

selection of high-end men's footwear, predominately Italian. At Head Start

Shoes, you can buy a gift certificate which is a perfect gift for any

occasion.

 +1 215 567 3247  www.headstartshoes.com/  information@headstartsho

es.com

 126 South 17th Street,

Philadelphia PA
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Blue Sole Shoes 

"Quality and Style"

Blue Sole Shoes is a men's shoe boutique that offers its customers an

exclusive selection of shoes. If you are tired of running in to people

wearing the same shoes as you, then this is definitely the place for you.

The store stocks a variety of rare high-end brands alongside more well-

known names, in styles that range from classic to trendy. Whatever your

taste, you are sure to find something here that will cause admiring eyes to

follow your every step. With service that is genuinely warm and

knowledgeable, reasonable prices and a unique collection, Blue Sole

Shoes is the destination for fashionable footwear for men in Philly.

 +1 215 496 9244  bluesoleshoes.com/  sole@bluesoleshoes.com  1805 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia PA
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ToBox 

"Exclusive Men's Shoes"

ToBox is the labor of love of Tung To and is evident by its wooden

accents, industrial light fixtures, vintage furnishing and well-worn rugs.

This men's shoe store has brands like Di Bianco, John Lobb, Yanko,

Saphir, Carmina and Scarpe Di Bianca adorning its display racks. Check

out the handmade pocket squares and lapel flowers made by Tung's wife,

Dai. You can also buy the furniture and decorative elements which have

an old-worldly charm to it. They even have services like shoe shine,

restoration and repair leather goods. Though pricey, these branded

footwear are truly worth the money you spend.

 +1 215 644 9435  info@toboxshoes.com  25 South 19th Street, Philadelphia PA
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